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In any comprehensive study of the water resources of the

Territory, such as is presented in this report, it is necessary
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to inyestigate the matter of water rights laws which govern the

development and use of surface and ground waters. No estimate

of available water resources of Hawaii nor their future devel-,

opment can properly be made without considering existing and

potential water rights.

The development and utilization of water involves the

ownership or right to use such water. Today, in the United

States, with greater industrialization, a growing population

and expanding irrigation, the competition for the development

of water resources is increasing rapidly. Although Hawaii's

pattern of water development and ut~zation may differ somewhat

from the mainland United states as a whole, the Territory

nevertheless faces increased competition in this field in the

future. A discussion of various rules or doctrines of water

rights law prevailing in the United States as discussed herein,

will assist the reader in better understanding the water law

of the Territory and how it affects water development.

Until the drought years of the period 1952-54 aggravated

the increasing demands for water in the eastern part of the

United States after World War II, ·this section of the country

had been more concerned with laws dealing with the disposal

of water than with water rights development problems. It has

become more and more evident in most of the eastern states

during recent years that existi~g systems of water rights

laws based on the common law doctrine do not encourage the

full economic use of the water resources nor provide adequate

protection to present users of water. During the past several

years many of these states have undertaken extensive investiga

tions of their water resources and made studies of their water

rights laws. These studies llave been carried out by special

legislative committees, cOmQissions and state agencies. They

have been motivated by the obvious need to investigate the

water problems to determine what steps, if any, should be

taken to correct or imprale their systems of water rights laws.
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Most of these states have found such a need but some are

hampered in attempts to make changes by reason of an extensive

background of court decisions based on the common law doctrine.

In contrast, the semi-arid western states have long been

concerned with water usage and water rights laws. Many

studies and investigations of water resources have been made.

In the seventeen western states the statutory procedure of

prior appropriatbn prevails for surface waters. Twelve of

these states have also adopted statutes which authorize the

appropriation of percolating ground water. The remaining

five states, while not following the strict prior appropria

tion doctrine, have nevertheless adopted statutory procedures

to some extent for ground water.

Hawaii has no statutes defining water rights, and the

ownership or right to use water is based on court decisions.

The result is a lack of a well-defined water policy in the

Territory, particularly with regard to ground water.

In recent years, Hawaii has given some thought to the

need for legislation to more effectively protect and encourage

the development of its ground water resources. Ground water

appropriation bills prepared under the auspices of the Board

of water Supply, City and County of HonolUlu were introduced

in the legislative sessions of 1945, 1947 and 1949. Again,

in 1957 an appropriation-type bill was considered by the

Territorial Legislature. While none of these bills were en

acted into law, some legislators and persons concerned with

water development and water rights laws feel that some type

of ground water legislation is needed to protect the ground

water resources of the Territory and encourage their maximum

development and beneficial use.

For a more complete coverage of water rights in Hawaii

than will be found here, the reader is referred to the excel

lent report, liThe Hawaiian System of water Rights" by Wells A.

Hutchins, Senior Irrigation Econoffiist, Division of Irrigation,

Soil Conservation Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture,

,t\;::~: r.rnn: fm:rn~Ct :ti;~~~~
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pUblished by the Board of Water Supply, City and County of

Honolulu, Hawaii, in 1946.

Classification of water

The privileges of water use are legally called "water

rights". A water right is simply a right to the use of water

granted either by statutory law or a property right appurten

ant to land based on local customs or court decisions.

The basic types of water are:

(1) surface water -- water on the surface of the earth;
and

(2) ground water -- water under the surface of the
earth.

Surface waters. Surface waters may be classified as:

(I) diffused surface waters (such as precipitation runoff,

....-.. - ---

flood waters extending well beyond the banks of streams, swamps

and marshes); and (2) watercourses (such as streams or lakes).

Ground waters. Ground waters !n the mainland United states

are usually classified in two categories: (1) definite under

ground streams (water flowing in known and definite underground

channels); and (2) percolating waters (waters oozing and moving

through cracks, interstices, and other openings in the ground

by devious and unascertainable paths in response to forces of

gravity) •

Surface Water Rights Doctrines
There is, practically speaking, no law dealing with the

use of diffused surface waters. Generally, however, the use of

diffused surface water is considered the right of the individual

owner of the land upon which such water is found. Disposaf of

this type of water is usually covered by law and generally gives

the upper land owner a right to natural easement through lands

of lower owners so that diffused waters may drain naturally.

There are two basic water right doctrines applying to

surface watercourses (hereinafter referred to simply as sur

face water), the principles of which are diametrically opposed

to each other. The "riparian doctrine" is the common
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law approach under which the water rights attach to and remain

with the land riparian to the stream. The Il prior appropria

tion doctrine", established by statutory law, is based on the

beneficial use of a specific amount of water for which appro

priative rights are granted on a nfirst in time, first in

right" basis.

Riparian Doctrine. In the eastern states the doctrine

of riparian rights is applied to the use of surface water.

This common rule of decision was part of the early law of the

lI original states". It is derived from the Code Napoleon and

stems from the ancient Roman civil law.

Strictly interpreted, the riparian doctrine grants ripar

ian owners a right to have water flow by or through their lands

undiminished in quantity, undisturbed in time of flow, and

unchanged in quality, except for its use by upstream riparian

owners for domestic purposes.

A riparian owner may use his riparian waters for household

use, for watering cattle, for navigation, for recreational

purposes and the like. He has an absolute right to satisfy

his needs for domestic purposes and in this respect the owner

of upper riparian lands has priority over lower lands. In

many states the courts have permitted the impounding of water
forand the use of water/consumptive purposes, such as irrigation,

on the condition that such use be reasonable in relation to

the needs and uses of all other riparian land owners. In

other states the courts have not passed on these matters and

as a result considerable uncertainty exists in the use and

development of such surface waters.

Riparian rights attach to the land which is adjacent to

or abuts a watercourse. These rights are not lost by non-use,

although in most states they can be lost through prescription

by adverse use or by emin~nt domain proceedings.

The riparian doctrine is not a policy for wate~ use. It

is a rule of decision for judicial settlement of disputes

among land owners. It wa~ formulated during a time when abun

dant water supplies were taken for granted, the population was

small, and the great advancea in agriculture and technology

had not yet occurred.
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The riparian doctrine, while protecting IIproperty rights ll does

not encourage development and conservation of water resources

since riparian rights can not be lost by non-use and generally

the riparian is not obliged to conserve or beneficially use

his supply unless he interferes with the rights of lower

riparians. The quantity of water a riparian is entitled to

is never certain and often must be determined by the courts.

This quantity may change from time to time depending on the

stream flow and the increased use (or initiation of use) by

other land owners having riparian rights not being fully

exercised. Thus, only limited protection is given to invest

ments in water development facilities. The needs of non

riparians are not taken into account even though such non

riparian land may be better suited to economic development.

Appropriation Doctrine. The development of water rights

in the~stern part of the United ~tates took place during the

period, particularly in califarn1a,when mining waaopening up

the lands of the West. Large quantities of water for mining

were required and often had to be obtained from streams far

removed from the mines. westerners established the rule that

the one who first placed water from a stream to beneficial

use had a right to continue such use regardless of whether or

not the user was a riparian. The rule was adopted that first

in time was first in right. Continued use of such water was

a prerequisite for the retention of such appropriative rights.

All the seventeen western states have adopted the appro

priation doctrine, either exclusively or in part, for surface

water, ground water, or both. Nine of these states have

superimposed appropriation over original riparian laws.

Local customs, judicial decisions, and legislative enactments

have since refined the early appropriation principles. In

some jurisdictions priorities for use of water have been

adopted, usually in the order of domestic, stock watering,

irrigation, industrial, power and recreation.

The appropriation doctrine incorporates three basic
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principles: (1) emphasis is placed upon beneficial use and

conservation of water; (2) emphasis is placed upon security

of and encouragement for investments in water development and

use; and (3) emphasis is placed upon statewide and local

administrative responsibility for guiding water development

and use.

The appropriation doctrine has the advantage of granting

to the appropriator a definite amount of water which encour-

ages the maximum development and use of the water resources.

water obtained need not be used on riparian land permitting

the development of lands best suited to agriculture and

industry.

The main criticism of the appropriation doctrine is its

inflexibility. Highest use of water today may not be the best

use tomorrow. In some instances streams have been over-

appropriated and in times of dry weather, junior appropria

tors have been deprived of water.

Ground Water Rights Doctrines

Rights to use of ground water from definite underground

streams generally follow the same rules of law as pertain to

surface streams. Rights to the use of percolating ground

water fall within two basic doctrines: (1) the common law
\

approach which grants ground-water rights to the owner of

the overlying land; or (2) the statutory approach of prior

. appropriation (similar to that for surface waters).

Common Law or English Rule. The English Rule or common

law doctrine, which prevails in the eastern states (either

in its strict sense or in modified form) gives to the o~~er

of overlying land the absolute right to withdraw unlimited

amounts of water from his land. He may withdraw such water

at any time even if he exhausts the water supply of neighbors

who draw water from the same underground source. His neigh-

bors have similar rights.

This rule assures an overlying owner the right to all

the available water under his land, just as he would have

the right to minerals; the interests of other landowners

overlying the groundwate~ source are not considered. An
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overlying landowner is given full rights to water in his

land but no legal protection against his neighbors who might

damage or destroy his source of ground water. The advantage.

usually lies with the owner of the deepest pump.

The American RUle of Reasonable Use. The IlAmerican Rule

of reasonable use" has been adopted by courts in many states

to modify the common law rule of absolute right to water.

Under the American Rule water withdrawn from ground-water

supplies must be used for beneficial purposes and the rights

of any owner are limited to Ilreasonable use" of water. To

this extent, the interests of other overlying landowners are

protected. Under the rule of reasonable use a landowner may

not waste or export water from the area if, in doing so, he

harms the interest of other overlying owners. His use must

bear a reasonable relationship to his overlying land. What

constitutes Ilreasonable use ll is a matter of judicial decision

based on the facts presented in each case.

While the rule of reasonable use may be considered pre

ferable to that of the common law rule of absolute right, it

nevertheless does not provide a basis for determining in

advance the extent of rights of various owners. Such rights

must be passed on by the courts. There is no provision to

prevent overdraft. There is no limit to the amount of water

an overlying landowner may use provided it is judged to be

"reasonable" by the courts. For these reasons, only limited

protection is provided for investments in water development

facilities.

Correlative Rights Rule. The "correlative rights rule ll

modifies the IlAmerican Rule of reasonable use". It provides

that e,ll overlying owners have correlativE7 and co-equal

righ~s to the reasonable use of the ground water underlying

their lands. In times of shortage the water supply is pro

rated among the owners and limits may be set to prevent im

pairment to or destruction of the water source. Generally,

water can be exported to nonoverlying land when excess to

the needs of other overlying landowners.
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The correlative rights rule gives a measure of protec

tion to the water rights appurtenant to lands overlying the

ground-water supply and provisions are made against depre

ciation or destruction of the ground-water source. In

actual operation, however, restr2ctions or controls on water

withdrawals have usually been applied too late to be effec

tive.

One of the principal objections to this doctrine is that

it protects the unused water rights of overlying landowners

and thus discourages the maximum development of the ground

water source. If unused rights are exercised, damage may

result to eXisting installations without recourse to the

courts. The correlative rights rule, like the common law

rule of "absolute right" and the "reasonable use rUle", does

not consider the interest and water requirements of lands

not overlying the underground source.

Appropriation Doctrine. The "appropriation doctrine"

for ground water is similar in application to that for sur

face water. The right to water is granted on a priority

basis in the order of application for a definite amount of

water which is limited to beneficial use. Such rights can

be lost by disuse for a specified period of time.

The appropriation doctrine protects the interest of

first comers and has other advantages as described in the

corresponding section for surface waters. Its chief dis

advantage lies in its inflexibility which tends to "freeze ll

the present pattern of water use regardless of changing con

ditions. Later, perhaps, better uses may be impossible as

long as earlier appropriators continue to operate. Further,

the extent that sources of ground water can be safely

developed are more difficult to determine than for surface

waters, and thus appropriatbns are likely to exceed the

safe yield limits in dry years requiring reduced withdrawals

of water by junior appropriators.

Permit System. The "permit system" is a relatively new

statutory procedure for granting rights to the use of surface
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and ground waters. In various modified forms it has been

used for a number of years. For example, New Jersey issues

permits for water development in areas of critical ground

water conditions and New York requires that a permit be ob

tained for ground water development with draft in excess of

100,000 gallons per day. In 1957 the State of Iowa adopted

a permit system for both surface and ground waters.

After several years of work, the National Conference of

Commissioners on Uniform state Laws drew up a "Model Water

Use Act" which was ratified by the House of Delegates of

the American Bar Association in August 1958. This permit

type procedure represents the latest thinking of the legal

profession and has been recommended by the Bar Association

to the various states considering enactment of water use

legislation.

Basically, it represents a compromise between the

prior appropriation and common law doctrines. It encomposses

some of the good points of the statutory procedure of prior

appropriation such as providing for better planning of water

utilization and giving protection to water development in

vestments, yet is less inflexible than the appropriation

system. It encourages greater utilization of the total

water resources than the common law procedure and provides

a means for using water on non-riparian and non-overlying

lands.

The permit system places the administration of water

law in a Commission rather than the Courts. Under this

procedure existing uses of water, if lawful, reasonable and

consistent with the public interest are given "preserved"

rights when the system is adopted. New uses of water are

granted through a permit procedure for specified periods of

time. Renewal of permits are granted when in the public

interest.

Water Rights in Hawaii

Hawaii has no great body of statutory law governing

rights to the use of either surface or ground water.
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Principles that govern such rights have been established

mainly by court decisions. The Hawaiian system of surface

water rights is somewhat unique, being derived from

ancient native customs which came into being free from

influence by either the civil or common law. The princi

ples of surface water law have been broadened and estab

lished in the Territory through many cou~decisions begin

ning as far back as 1867.

Ground water law in Hawaii, On the other hand, is

somewhat limited and uncertain. The Hawaiian people in

ancient times were not concerned with the development of

subsurface waters and only a relatively few cases have

reached the Supreme Court involving the right to take

ground waters.

Existing statutory laws on ground water use deal prin

cipally with artesian wells: inspection, prohibition

against waste, permits for drilling, sealing of leaking

wells, and in the District of Honolulu, the regulation of

withdrawals of water from artesian areas in times of short

age or threatened shortage. Other laws pertaining to water

but not concerned with water rights include statutes on

approval of quality for domestic use, contamination, water-

'sheds, drainage and the like.

Early Hawaiian Land Use. In the history of Hawaii, the

use of water has been intimately connected with the use of

land. Accordingly, the laws governing each are closely

related and it is in the early history of land ownership

in the Islands that the reasons underlying the main pr:!.n

ciples of existing water law may be found.

Slightly longer than a century ago, all the lands were

considerd to be the property of the king and were held for

him by the high chiefs in various districts in fief on con

dition of tribute and military service. Each district chief

divided his territory among chiefs of lesser rank who owed

him the same service and obedience. In the same manner,

the lesser chiefs diVided their territory and after the
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process was repeated several times, small pieces of land were

finally put in the hands of the common people who tilled the

soil.

The latter were mere tenants at will, who could shift from

one land to another and who could also be dispossessed by their

overlords at any time. Chiefs, while less likely to shift lands

and obedience to a higher chief, were in much the same position

as the common people in that they too were subject to disposses

sion. Upon the death of a chief his lands reverted to the

king, who reassigned them as he chose. Similarly, upon the

accession of a new king it was the ancient custom to re

distribute all the lands among the adherents of the new sover

eign.

Classes of Land Units. The various land units under this

system were grouped into named classes, but there was no

standard size for the various holdings, even as between lands

in the same class. The basic individual land units, out of

which units comprising the lesser classes were carved, were

the ahupuaa and the IIi kupono. In general, the ahupuaa was a

pie-shaped piece of land with its apex in the mountains and

its base at the sea. This design was aptly suited to afford

the chief of the ahupuaa all the necessities and luxuries of

life as he could obtain running water, timber, thatch, cord,

herbs and bird feathers from the mountains, as well as fish

from the sea, and had all the diversified land between Cor

various types of cultivation.

The iIi kupono, on the other hand, was usually a choice

area of land valuable for some specific product, special loca

tion or productivity. It might be situated entirely within

one ahupuaa, straddle more than one, or even be composed of

separate pieces located within one or more ahupuaas. In any

event, the iIi kupono was independent of the ahupuaa or ahu

puaas within which it was located and was governed by a

different chief.

The other land unit to wh~ch reference is most often made

in Hawaiian land law is the kuleana. This was the small lot
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within an ahupuaa or iIi which was improved or cultivated by

the common person for his own use.

Under Hawaiian law l it is to these land units l the ahupuaa l

iIi kupono and kuleana l that water rights attach. For this

purpose I the ahupuaa and iIi kupono are treated alike. Domin

ion over the water, as over the land, was held by the chief of

the ahupuaa or iIi kupono and rights to that water were held

by the various lesser chiefs and tenants living under him in

conjunction with their holdings of land.

Effect of the Mahele. The transition from the ancient

system of landholding, to the modern wherein private fee simple

titles are held, was largely accomplished in the period 1846

to 1855 during the reign of Kamehameha III. It involved a

division of lands between the king, the government (then a

constitutional monarchy), the chiefs and the common people.

The basic land units remained the same during the division

and in general the rights, but not the obligations, which

were attached to the land became the subject of private

ownership along with ownership of the land. water rights

were among these and under local law are appurtenant to the

land, passing with title to the land even though not expressly

mentioned.

In general, the water rights appurtenant to any land to

day are those which existed at the time of the vesting of

private title to that land after the above-mentioned division

(in local history, termed the Mahele). Rights may since have

been acquired or lost by prescription, deed, dedication or

abandonment, but with those and similar exceptions the eXist·

ing rights are the same as those extant at the time of the

division of lands. Except insofar as the government owns

land to which water rights are appurtenant, or has acquired

such rights by purchase, condemnation and the like, it may be

said that all water rights are privately owned, Just as the

lands to which those rights are appurtenant are privately

owned.

Surface water Rights Defined. Rights to surface water
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have been litigated in a large number of cases and the princi

ples of governing law, founded on ancient custom, are fairly

well understood. In general, the owner of land has the

right to water that originates on his land, including streams,

springs and diffused surface flow, subject to rights that may

be vested in others by ancient usage or that may have be~n

acquired by others by prescription or otherwise. The ancient

usage referred to was the practice of irrigating from a stream

by means of a ditch or auwai. Aside from the rightm water

for drinking and domestic purposes, which was. universally

recognized as a paramount right, well defined rights in

various stream flows were created under ancient practice in

conjunction with the building of irrigation ditch systems.

The chief who furnished the most labor for construction of

the system had the direction of the work and became entitled

to the greatest share of the water from the ditch. Other

chiefs furnishmg labor received shares of the water in pro-

portion to the labor they furnished and so on down to the

holder of the kuleana who received a share for tla participa

tion in the project. These rights to definite shares of the

water were subject to later readjustment according to the

amount of labor contributed toward maintenance of the ditch,

one's use of his share of the water, diminution in the total

supply and so forth.

These water rights generally had a time as well as a

quantity aspect. That is, the various tracts served by the

ditch would be entitled to receive their share of water in

rotation and during the day, the night, or certain hours of

the day or night, or according to other regulation as dicta

ted by the local situation in order that maximum use mig!lt

be made of the water available. Such rights, as to both

quantity and time, attached to the land upon which the water

was used and in general are still appurtenant to those lands.

With regard to the remaining water in streams, several

definite rules have been announced. These may be summarized

as follows: (1) If the stream flows within one ahupuaa only,

all of its surplus water over and above the amount needed to
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satisfy established rights, including ancient appurtenant

rights of the type mentioned above, prescriptive rights ar.d

the like, belongs to the owner of the ahupuaa. (2) If the

stream extends through more than one ahupuaa, the surplus

water of the normal flow of the stream belongs to the owner

of the ahupuaa in which the stream arises, but the surplus

water of the flood or freshet flows is subject to use by the

owners of the various' ahupuaas served by the stream in accord

ance with the common law riparian doctrine. The latter rule

has been criticized in a later case, but has not been

definitely rejected or modified by the court.

Effect on Surface water Development

Surface water rights in Hawaii are considered property

rights and can be sold or acquired separately from the land

to which they are appurtenant. Some authorities feel that

this system of water rights does not encourage the maximum

development of the Territory's surface water. At least two

official investigations have been made to evaluate this sys

tem to determine if it should be changed. (I) There is

reason to believe that some sources of surface water obtained

by competitive bidding for short~rm leases (principally~

government lands) might have been more fully developed if such

water rights could have been obtained on a permanent or long

term lease basis. Notwithstanding this situation, Hawaii has

accomplished extensive developments of its surface water

resources. The legal right in Hawaii to transport surface

water from one watershed to another, not permitted under

riparian water law, has made it possible to provide irrigation

to Hawaii's water deficient and generally better arable la.nds

and develop a sound agricultural economy.

(l)In 1904 a representative of President Theodore Roosevelt
came to Hawaii to study the peculiarities of Hawaiian
water law. There is no public record of his recommenda
tions. In 1915 Governor Pinkham of Hawaii appointed a
3-man committee to consider changes in the water law.
The committee recommended no changes. •••••••••
Wadsworth, H. A., A Brief History of Irrigation Investi
gations in Hawaii, Hawaiian Planters' Record, Vol. LIV,
No.4, 1954, p. 166.
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Even though some persons may question whether this systenl

of surface water law is best suited to the Territory's needs,

it must be concluded that the many court decisions have firmly

established the principles of surface water rights in Hawaii.

It does not seem likely that any legislation enacted to

materially alter existing surface water rights law would be

held constitutional by Hawaii's courts nor does there appear

any real need at this time for legislation to strengthen or

change this system of surface water law.

Ground Water Rights

The principles that govern ground water rights in Hawaii

are somewhat vague. In spite of this fact extensive ground

water developments have taken place and today approximately

half of the Territory's water comes from subterranean sources.

In some instances a serious question can be raised as to

whether such developments have rights to the amount of water

being taken.

The decisions in several Supreme Court cases in Hawaii

indicate that rules of law differ between groundwater flowing

in definite underground streams and percolating ground water.

It appears that one who asserts a right to water in a definite

underground stream must prove the existence of such a stream.

Competent ground-water hydrologists generally agree that

the distinction between "definite underground streams" and

"percolating waters" are at variance with the physical laws

that govern the occurrence and recovery of ground water. The

concept is that practically all water that is moving through

aquifers is moving towards the sea and should properly be

termed percolating ground water; that all such water is

moving through definable water courses or channels even though

the boundaries of such water courses may be many miles apart.

From a hydrologic standpoint it would be preferable to con

sider all ground water in Hawaii as "percolating" notwithstand

ing the fact that a distinction between occurrences of ground

water has been made by the Supreme Court of Hawaii.

,.....
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Four cases in the Supreme Court of Hawaii have dealt with

"percolating" waters which were indicated to be neither under

artesian pressure nor flowing in "definite underground streams".

As to non-artesian percolating waters, the Court has indicated

that the same could not be subject to rights unless proved to

flow in known and defined streams. A later decision by the

Supreme Court relative to artesian water casts some doubt on

the validity of the above and suggests that the rights to the

use of non-artesian percolating waters has not been settled.

Of the several Supreme Court decisions involving artesian

waters, only one of them passed on the rights of ownership and

use of water. This case is believed to be of considerable sig

nificance with respect to ground-water law in the Territory

and will, therefore, be discussed in some detail here.

The City Mill Case. The City Mill Company vs. City and

County of Honolulu case (1929) came to the Supreme Court on

appeal from a rUling by the Honolulu Sewer and water Commission

denying an application of the City Mill Company for a permit to

drill a new artesian well in the District of Honolulu.

Hutchins(l) summarizes the decision in this court proceed-

ing as follows:

"This case decided that the Territory is not the
owner of all artesian waters~ but that property rights
in such waters have vested in commqn in the owners of
overlying lands. The rights of such co-owners as against
each other were not passed upon in detail; but a broad
principle was stated to the effect that all such co-owners
in a given artesian area have 'correlative' rights in the
common body of artesian water, and that each one is en
titled to a reasonable use of the water with due regard
to the similar rights of his co-owners, and is limited
to a reasonable share of the water in time of actual or
threatened shortage of the water or deterioration in its
quality."

Application of the Correlative Rights Doctrine

In the City Mill Case the Supreme Court considered the

correlative rights doctrine only in relation to ground water

under artesian pressure and made no reference to its applic

ability to other types of ground water. Earlier decisions have

indicated that rights can not be acquired to non-artesian

(1) Hutchins, Wells A., "The Hawaiian System of Water Rights",
1946, p. 178.
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percolating waters, which presumably would include non-artesian

basal water, perched and dike confined waters. Since important

basal ground-water supplies in Hawaii occur as both artesian

and non-artesian contiguous bodies of water, with a common

boundary between them, (a dynamic boundary moving laterally

with changes in the water table) it is diffic~ to see how

different water rights' doctrines can be applied to artesian

and non-artesian ground-water supplies. It would appear that

the question of "rights" in non-artesian waters has not been

finally settled and that this issue may receive further exam

ination at some later date by the Supreme Court.

The Court in the City Mill Case commented to the effect

that "a diversion of water to lands other than that of origin

might, perhaps, be permitted under some circumstances and not

under others and certain larger uses, as for industrial pur

poses, might, perhaps, not be permitted on even the land of

origin under some circumstances while being permitted under

others." Historically, water in Hawaii has been transported

from areas of origin to other watersheds for many years. The

premise under the correlative rights doctrine, as evidenced

by California court decisions, is that only water in excess

of the reasonable needs of overlying landowners can be exported

to other areas. If this premise were to be upheld by the

Courts of Hawaii, rights to ground water now being exported

might be jeopardized.

The decision in the City Mill Case did not pass on the

method by which water of the artesian basin would be apportioned

amongst overlying landowners. From comments made by the Court

in this decision, and Court cases in other jurisdictions, it

seems likely that area of overlying land would be a major fac

tor in determining the extent~ water rights. A second major

consideration would probably be the extent to which the water

was being put to "reasonable use" based on the facts presented

to the Court in each individual case. Since, in many in

stances relatively large water withdrawals are being made from

small overlying landholdings, it seems probable that some

ground-water development installations in the Territory are
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withdrawing water in excess of the amount they would be entitlsd

to under the correlative rights doctrine.

During recent years much more knowledge of the movement of

water in the "Ghyben-Herzberg" aquifers (basal waters) of the

Territory has been obtained. At the time of the City Mill Case

the t1 s tatic theory" of balance between fresh water and sea

water was largely held. Under this hypothesis the quality of

water (amount of chlorides) was thought to be directly related

to the depth of a well and the thickness of the "fresh water

lens". Thus, it was thought that all overlying landowners,

irrespective of their locations, had an equal opportunity to

obtain good ground water provided the bottoms of their wells

did not approach too near to, or penetrate into, the transition

zone or underlying salt water.

Today, many authorities accept as more correct the dynamic

theory of water movement in the Ghyben-Herzberg lens. Under

this hypothesis, the criterion of depth as the dominant factor

affecting salinity gives way to the importance of the locatjon

of a well with respect to other nearby wells, particularly wells

which interfere with the flow of water from the intake area

(fountainhead). According to this theory, then, wells and

shafts located in the inland portions of the basal ground-water

areas should obtain good quality water whereas wells nearer

the shoreline should be affected by higher chloride content-

the extent of such salinity being a function of rainfall re

charge, pumpage from inland wells and the total water with

drawals from the aquifer. The records appear to support this

theory.

Thus, while the correlative rights doctrine gives all over-

lying landowners legal and co-equal rights to an artesian ground

water supply, the physical laws of ground water movement make

it impossible in many instances to exercise these rights. The

exercisable water rights of landowners nearer the shoreline

generally are at the mercy of the water developers located

farther inland. Most of the wells located near the shoreline

and seaward of other wells have experiened increases in chlorides
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over the years and many have been abandoned. Thus, owners of

land in the seaward portions of Ghyben-Herzberg aquifers, while

having a legal correlative and co-equal right to the ground

water supply, can not in many instances exercise these rights to

obtain water of usable quality. The rights of overlying land

owners of an artesian basin relative to quality of water was

briefly referred to in the City Mill Case but has not been

passed upon fUlly by the Hawaiian courts. If it were deter

mined that correlative rights of overlying landowners covered

quali~y as well as quantity of water, a serious situation with

respect to eXisting water development installations might result.

PROBLEMS OF RIGHTS TO GROUND WATER WITHDRAWALS IN HAWAII

An analysis of basal ground water development in Hawaii

suggests that some installations have been made without full

regard to the legal rights for the water developed. Area of

overlying landownership, a probable criterium for judicial

decision under the correlative rights doctrine, frequently has

but little relationship to the quantity of water withdrawn. In

some instances agreements covering water pumpage from ground

water sources have been worked out between water developers

and owners of overlying land or other water developers. While

these agreements seemingly have had a salutary effect in en

couraging water development and in avoiding litigation in the

courts, recognition must be given to the fact that since such

a.greements involve only a few, at most, of numerous overlying

landowners of anyone aquifer, the courts would probably not

accord too much legal significance to them.

Perched or dike impounded water differs hydrologically

from basal water and occurs on all of the Islands. It makes

up a minor but important part of the Territory's ground-water

supply. Such waters have generally been accepted as belonging

to the owners of the watershed in which they occur' and have

historically been acquired by purchase or by condemnation

subject to any lIkuleana" rights to stream flow originating from
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these ground-water SOUrces. The matter of rights for this

type of ground water, however, has not been cle~rly estab

lished by court decisions in Hawaii.

The controlling factors in the development of ground water

in the Territory, other than the Island of Oahu, appear to be

largely one of economics--the cost of development as measured

against the value to be derived from putting such water to use.

On Oahu the situation is somewhat different and the Pearl

Harbor area, in particular, appears to be critical. Although

the Board of Water Supply, City and County of Honolulu,has ex

pressed great concern in past years about the Honolulu aquifer,

the completion in 1944 of the Halawa shaft in North Halawa

Valley has made possible the importation of water from the

Pearl Harbor area to Honolulu permitting a reduction in draft

from the Honolulu aquifer. This change in draft has raised

the water levels in Honolulu to the extent that this aquifer

now appears to be functioning well within the limits of its

safe yield.

The other sources of ground water on Oahu do not appear

to be critical at this time. They are either not economically

attractive for extensive development or there is less competi-

tion for their development because. of the ownership pattern

of overlying land. This picture might change if additional

ground-water developments were undertaken in some of these

aquifers.

While the Pearl Harbor area is the only area on Oahu

deemed to be appropriately classified as critical today, most

2uthorities familiar withttahydrology of Oahu agree that it

would be unsound to think of this area as an isolated body of

ground water to be considered by itself without regard to other

aquifers on Oahu with which it is hydraulically connected.

The highest basal water table in the Honolulu-Pearl Harbor

area, based on artesian head measurements, is found in the

central part of the Honolulu aquifer where Manoa Valley forms

the easterly boundary of the Beretania sub-area. The water

table slopes in a westerly direction from the Beretania sub-area

I
~
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to and across the Pearl Harbor area with the lowest artesian

heads found in the extreme Ewa end of the Pearl Harbor aquifer.

The water table also slopes from the intake areas toward the

shoreline. water movement is in the direction of the water

table slope in accordance with hydraulic law~. In Wahiawa a

large ground-water body occurs at a relatively high elevation

with the water table at about 280 feet above sea level. Al

though the geological conditions which create this particular

ground-water supply are not completely understood, there are

adequate data to show that this source of water is physically

connected to and helps "feed" the Pearl Harbor aquifer. Like

wise, it 1s believed that the Wahiawa ground-water body con

tributes to the Waialua aquifer on the North side of the

Island. Because of the inter-relationship of these major

ground-water supplies, it appears desirable in water develop

ment planning, either for local use or for export purposes,

to consider Oahu's water problems on an islandwide basis.

Although the legal question of ground-water rights is.
somewhat vague, this fact apparently has not deterred the

construction of wells, shafts and tunnels in Hawaii nor re

sulted in any court cases for adjudication of water rights.

While this may be taken as a favorable precedent, it should

not be concluded by implication that the construction of new

facilities to develop water, particularly our basal water

supplies, will not create problems of water rights and lead

to court proceedings for their determination.

In view of the existing situation, then, is there a need

at this time for concern about the future? For most ground

water aquifers in the Territory, the facts do not seem to

justify any undue alarm or apprehension. On Oahu, however,

with its rapidly increasing urbanization, greater emphasis on

industrial development and the need to export water to water
development

deficient areas, the matter of water rights in the/of basal

---
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water assumes more immediate significance. Water developments

which have been proposed for the Pearl Harbor area, and the

potential unused "rights" of large landowners in this area

(iftna correlative ~ights doctrine should be applied 'to non

artesian basal water by the courts) pose a serious threat to

existing water development facilities.

To date, owners of wells who have sUffered damages as

a result of chloride increases have not sought redress in the

courts of Hawaii nor has there been any court decisions to

determine what constitutes prescriptive rights in grouBd.water

in the Territory through adverse use of water. This almost

complete freedom from court decisions on ground-water rights

law has probably favored the extensive ground-water develop

ments that have taken place in Hawaii. The growing competi

tion for water, on the other hand, seems likely to alter this

existing "laissez-faire" attitude towards water rights. It

can be expected that the courts will be called upon in the

future to adjudicate rights to ground water unless appropri

ate action as may be required is taken to avoid such judicial

proceedings.

Any court proceedings that might be instituted to adju

dicate water rights in the Pearl Harbor area might involve

other aquifers and could result in a chaotic water rights

s~ation that would seriously affect existing water users

and developers. On Oahu, particularly in the Pearl Harbor

area, it appears likely that court proceedings to adjudicate

water rights will be instituted sooner or later unless steps

are taken to alter the normal course of events. It is

axiomatic that court cases on water rights never create

more water but only determine the legal rights between

parties. It is believed, therefore, that adjudication of

water rights through the courts should be avoided if possible

through some appropriate action.
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THE PEARL HARBOR PROBLEM

More water is drawn from the Pearl Harbor aquifer than

the combined amounts from all other ground-water sources on

Oahu. Both, because of the importance of this aquifer and

because existing water development facilities may be serious

ly affected if either proposed water development installations

are constructed or unused "water rights" are developed, the

Pearl Harbor area is considered to be critical and the one

most likely to become involved in litigation in the courts

for adjudication of water rights. For these reasons, the

Pearl Harbor area will be discussed here in some detail.
areas

Since the Honolulu aquifer with its five isopiestic/(or

sUb-areas) is very comparable from a hydrological standpoint

and is closely connected hydraulically to the Pearl Harbor

area, it will be referred to occasionally for better under

standing of the problems of Pearl Harbor.

At the time the first artesian wells were drilled on

Oahu, at Honouliuli (Ewa) in 1879 and in Honolulu in 1880, the

artesian heads were much higher than those of today. As more

wells were drilled and the "artificial" draft increased, water

tables receded. The drop in the water table of the Pearl

Harbor area, following the drilling of wells, was less pro

nounced than in the Honolulu isopiestic areas due to the

relatively large leakage from the Pearl Harbor Springs. This

leakage prevented the natural impounding of a thick Ghyben

Herzberg lens (and correspondingly high artesian head) in

Pearl Harbor to the extent found in Honolulu.

In 1880, when the first well was drilled in Honolulu,

the artesian head of thS Beretania sub-area was reported to

have stood at 42 feet above sea level and afterwards receded

with the construction of new wells and increased draft. It

continued a general decline until reaching a mean daily low

0f :::3,5 :'ect above spa :.evel in the "cry" year ot 19?6.

T~lereaf·~er, em up-,liard t 2end developed culrn~.l1ating in D.. high
feetof 33. 3/in 1938. The heavier demand for l'1G'.ter brought a.bout

by World War II accompanied by ~everal years of deficient

ii
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rainfall saw the Beretania water table fall to an all time low

of 22.07 feet above sea level in 1946. Draft during the post

war years decreased and extreme minimum and maximum artesian

heads have since remained within the range of 25 to 32 feet

above sea level. Similar patterns of water level changes,

but with more limited total movements, have occurred in Pearl

Harbor and in the other isopiestic areas of Honolulu.

Valleys of the Honolulu aquifer are de~ply cut near the

shoreline and their impermeable valley fllls act as effective

barriers to the interchange of water between adjacent sub-

areas, particularly in their seaward portions. For this reason,

pronounced differences in water levels may occur in adjacent

isopiestic areas of the Honolulu aquifer. In oontrast, the

valleys of the Pearl Harbor area are less deeply cut and water

levels in the aquifer on opposite sides of valleys show only

minor differences. The lack of effective valley barriers allows

easier lateral movement of water across the Pearl Harbor area

than in the Honolulu aquifer. Nevertheless, there is thought

to be a general movement of water from the ground-water divide

of the Beretania sub-area to the Pearl Harbor area and thence

westward across to the Ewa boundary of the aquifer. Accordingly,

there is some justification for co~sidering these two areas as

one large aquifer. For convenience, however, they are dealt

with as separate aquifers in this report.

water levels may fluctuate considerably during anyone

year in the Pearl Harbor area in response to irrigation demands

but mean annual changes are not too pronounced. The recorded

all-time low of this area occurred in 1945 when an artesian

head of 15.5 feet was measured at the Board of water Supply's

Halawa pumping station. In 1957 the artesian head of this

station ranged between 19.2 feet and 24.1 feet.

The maintenance of water levels in the Pearl Harbor and

Honolulu aquifers can be considered satisfactory during recent

years. Seasonal variations in water tables have occurred in

response to changes in draft and rainfall conditions but water

levels have been well above historic lowe. Rainfall during the
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past ten years has been nearly normal or only slightly below.

This situation suggests thau .a~er. withdna~als are not

exceeding the safe Yields of these aquifers under existing con

ditions of draft, water importation and rainfall. Draft from

some wells, however, must be carefUlly regulated to avoid

excessive chlorides during periods of heavy irrigation and

lower rainfall. The water development problems in the Pearl

Harbor area, as in Honolulu, are not so much a matter of quan

tity as they are of quality.

According to available records (through 1957), there have

been installed in the Pearl Harbor area 200 drilled wells, 21

dug wells, and 8 shafts (or shaft-tunnel developments). There

may be some voids in the records of dug wells but in the other

two categories the figures should be reasonably accurate. Of

the 200 drilled wells, 42 h~ve been sealed, 62 are unused,

abandoned, buried.or lost, and 96 were active in 1957. The

area considered to overlie the Pearl Harbor ground-water

supply in tabulating the above figures is bounded by the

Koolau Ridge, South Halawa and Halawa strewm, Pearl Harbor

shoreline, Waianae Ridge and the Wahiawa divide. (A portion

of the Ewa section is probably outside of the Pearl Harbor

area but since exact boundaries are not definable it is

included herein as part of the Pearl Harbor area.) The wells

and Schofield shaft in Wahiawa, and the U. S. Navy's shaft

at Red Hill are not included in the above figures.

The first of the eight shafts was completed in 1937 and

the latest in 1951, both Navy installations. A total of 55

of the presently used drilled wells has been completed during

the past 18 years or from 1940 to date. During the 5-year

period,1953 to 1957, the record of wells drilled is: 1953

12, 1954 - 11, 1955 - 7, 1956 - 5, and 1957 - 7, a total of

42. Records are not sufficiently complete to show how much

additional draft 1s represented by these shafts and newer

wells. Some of tha shaf~s and a number of the wells have

been installed to replace other shafts or wells to obtain

-
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better quality water or for operational reasons. Nevertheless,

it is significant that all shafts have been constructed since

1937 and 57 percent of the active wells have been drilled

since 1940.

The estimated draft from the Pearl Harbor aquifer in

1957 by type of installation is:

Millions of Gallons
Type of Installation Per Year Per Day

Sha.fts (or shaft-tunnels) 25,728 70

Drilled wells 48,408 133

Total 74,136 203

The above does not include the discharge of springs into

Pearl Harbor which, while its source is the Pearl Harbor

aquifer, must be classified in the category of surface water.

water used in the Pearl Harbor area during 1957 is

estimated as follows, classified as to use:

Millions of Gallons
Use Per Year Per Day

Irrigation and livestock 81,345 223

Domestic 12,247 33

Industrial 9,070 25

Total 102,662 281

The above total does not correspond with the total draft

from the area because some water was exported to Honolulu,

water was imported through the Waiahole Ditch and surface

water from the Pearl Harbor Springs and stream~ and caprock

water are included as water used but not as draft.

Most of the wells located near the shoreline in Pear~

Harbor, or those lying to seaward (or IIdownstreamll
) of other

wells or shafts, have shown increases in chlorides 0ver the

years, some gradually and ot~ers more rapidly. It appears

inevitable that the chlorides of many of these wells will

increase with greater draft from the area, or as a result

of the installation of new water development facilities

--
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located further inland. Some wells have had to be abandoned

because of high chloride content and this trend will probably

continue.

In 1957 an estimated 72,23a million gallons of water(198mgd.)

were used in the irrigation of sugar cane in the Pearl Harbor

area. Studies made by the U. S. Geological Survey indicate

that about two-thirds of the water applied in the irrigation

of sugar cane in the central part of the Pearl Harbor area

returns in the form of seepage, or deep percolation, to the

water table below. A lesser recovery of irrigation water is

achievefr in parts of the Ewa section of the area because some
overlie

cane fields may be outside of the Pearl Harbor area or/coral

and caprock formations which prevent deep percolation of the

irrigation water to the basal water supply. A sizable pro

portion of the total water used for sugar cane irrigation in

the Pearl Harbor area, perhaps as much as 50 percent, returns

to the basal water supply for reuse.

The Geological Survey's studies also point up the value

of the water imported from the windward side of the Koolau

Mountains to Pearl Harbor through the Waiaho1e Tunnel. This

water, used for cane irrigation in central Pearl Harbor, is

an important factor in the hydrology of this aquifer. In

1957 an average of about 30 million gallons of water per day

was supplied from this source which, through deep percolation

of irrigation water, increased the basal water supply by an

estimated 20 million gallons of water a day. This water is

important, also, for the reason that its low chloride content

tends to "sweeten" the basal ground water supply.

An estimated 69 percent of the draft from the Pearl

Harbor area is used for cane irrigation of which about one

half may return to the aquifer for reuse. The balance, or 31

percent of the draft, which is used for export, local domestic

use, industrial purposes, etc., is almost 100 percent consumed

or lost to the Pearl Harbor area. In 1957 water exported to

-
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the District of Honolulu amounted to 4899 million gallons (13.4mg~)

which iSI of course, one hundred percent lost to the area. The

"net consumptive use" for non-cane irrigation purposes is, there

fore, almost the same as the consumptive use for cane irrigation.

This is an important factor to consider in the evaluation of the

Pearl Harbor area and the effect that future water development

facilities will have on this aquifer.

The growing of watercress (and to a lesser extent lotus root

and water chestnuts) are popular in the low-lying shoreline areas

of Pearl Harbor. About 25 to 30 acres are cUltivated to these

crops which are high users of water. For example, approximately

three-acre feet of water per acre per day (1,000,000 gallons) are

required to produce good quality watercress. This is about 100

times the amount of water required per acre for irrigating sugar

cane. Most of the water used for watercress comes from the Pearl

Harbor Springs and some of it is too brackish for other uses. The

water used for watercress is not consumed but serves to keep the

plants cool and as a source of some nutrients. In recent years

a number of wel~have been drilled to supplement the spring flows.

Shut-off valves are required to be installed on these wells but

normally they operate continuously as flowing wells. Some of

the water used for watercress is of good quality and could be

collected at the lower ends of the fields and used for other pur

poses .in lieu of letting it waste into Pearl Harbor.

The large amounts of water used for watercress are out

of all proportion to the value of the crop produced. It can

not be economically justified except that no determined efforts

h~ve been made to put this water to a higher use. How this

might be accomplished under our existing water rights law, or

lack of such law, is not clearly defined. Until a higher use

is found for this water, it is better to use it for watercress

than just "wasting" into Pearl Harbor. It is apparent,

however, that the continued drilling of wells for this high
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water use crop should, in the interest of the Pearl Harbor

aquifer, be prohibited either through legislation or by

other means.

Since 1937, eight shafts (or shaft-tunnel developments)

have been constructed in the Pearl Harbor area. Several of

these represent major pumping stations and the total draft

of the eight shafts equalled approximately 35 percent of the

water pumped from the Pearl Harbor area in 1957. This type

installation has found favor because it can be located inland

of other pumping stations and be assured of good quality water

and is adaptable to large capacity pumps. Contrary to general

opinion, water is not II skimmed" off the top of the aquifer but

is obtained through "stream-line" flow in response to drawdown

in a manner not dissimilar to that of wells.

Experience has shown that shaft or shaft-tunnel installa

tions adversely affect "downstream" well installations, some

times very severely. The situation is aggravated by the fact

that many of these installations operate large capacity pumps

on an intermittent basis. Large inland withdrawals of water

tend to create a thick transition zone in the Ghyben-Herzberg

lens with resulting thinning of the fresh water lens. "Down

stream" installations consequently must obtain all or most of

their water from the "thickeped" transition zone. The quality

of the water obtained from "downstream" wells will be reflected

by the total draft and rate of pumping of inland stations and

the depth of the "downstream" well.

There is probably very little, if any, additional water

in the Pearl Harbor area available for development by wells

and shafts. Under dry weather conditions carefully controlled

pumping schedules are required for some wells to avoid in

creased salinity. There is, of course, considerable water

escaping from the Pearl Harbor springs that could be utilized.

Some recommendations have been made for "sealing" the Springs.

This matter is deserving of further detailed engineering in-

vestigation and evaluation.

The U. S. Geological Survey studies, which are nearing

completion, will provide a better answer to the problem of
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safe yield in the Pearl Harbor aquifer and should indicate

procedures to be followed for making maximum use of the water

in the Pearl Harbor area. Pending this final report it would

appear that additional surface water from streams and some

unused water from the Pearl Harbor Springs can be developed

and used. water can be collected from the lower ends of water

cress fields and part of the water used by the Hawaiian Electric

Company eould be utilized after it passes through the condensers

In some instances the water may be too brackish for domestic

use but could be utilized for irrigation and could be exchanged

with the plantations for better quality ground water. Such

sources of water may not be too economically attractive but

point the way for additional development of water in the Pearl

Harbor area.

The Board of Water supply is currently working on plans to

develop surface water from streams and springs in the Pearl

Harbor area and exchange it with the plantations for better

quality ground water. Also, the Board of Water Supply has re

cently obtained a grant of $24,000 from the U. S. Public Health

Service under provisions of the Water Pollution Control Act to

construct some test wells to determine whether good quality

water can be developed inland from some of the more productive

Pearl Harbor Springs.

Much concern must be expressed, howeve~, that developments

now proposed for the Pearl Harbor area will result in serious

damage to existing water development installations. In 1955

the Board of Water Supply acquired 263 acres of land in Waimalu

Valley for a shaft-tunnel development to import water to Hono

lulu. It is reported that this station will have a capacity

of 20 to 30 million gallons per day. Except for a test well,

no construction has been started and it is believed that an

early development of this source is not programmed. However,

unless this proposed project is permanently deferred or aban

doned it must be considered as a potential development.
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The 1957 Territorial Legislature appropriated $4-1/2

million in bond funds to the City and County of Honolulu by

Act 150 to be supplemented by $3 million from Act 289, for

developing water in the Pearl Harbor area and,transporting

it to the "dry" Ewa-Waianae section of Oahu. A report on

this project was prepared by the Board of water Supply in

1958 at the request of the City and County of Honolulu.

Various proposal~ for developing 20 to 40 million gallons per

day were madG ~ C1,e proposal, in partjcular, a development of

this amount cf water in Waikakalaua G~lch, poses a serious

threat to existing pumping installations.

A refinery for the Standard Oil Company is now under con

struction in the Barber's Point area of Ewa. The potable

water requirements for this development are estimated at about

2 milliJn gallons per day. The need for this water is urgent

and its development in the Pearl Harbor area must take place

at an early date to avoid a delay in placigg this refinery in

operation.

Historically, the Pearl Harbor area has been dominated by

agriculture. While there is much activity at present in

developing residential and industrial sUbdivisions, agriculture

will continue as 2n im;Jrtant industry in this area for some

years to come. There is little evidence to indicate that ag

ricultural requirements for water will diminish in the near

future but domestlc and industrial water demand can be expected

to increase. The development of ground water to meet the

future Iocal demands for domestic and induf'trial water plus

the construction of ~le proposed installations to export 40

to 70 million gallons of water per day from the Pearl Harbor

area, would far exceed the safe yield of this aquifer unless

present withdrawals of water were materially reduced. If

a substantial part of this water were obtained directly,

or through exchange, from surface water (the Pearl Harbor

Springs and streams) now going to waste, the development of

this amount of water might be possible. Because of the high
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chloride content of much of the surface water, the development

of this quantity of water, largely for export purposes, must

be considered to be of doubtful feasibility. The development

of water by overlying landholders having "unused rights" would

further complicate this problem.

The hydrological factorsof the Pearl Harbor aquifer sug

gest that the maximum amount of good quality water could be

obtained by the installation of appropriately spaced wells

around the perimeter of Pearl Harbor, the abandonment of

inland shafts and wells and the control of pumping to prevent

intermittent draft at high rates. The elimination of inland

pumping stations would permit the build-up of a thicker fresh

water lens which could be drawn upon during drought periods

and during months of heavy irrigation. Such a plan has much

merit to recommend it as a desirable "goal" but practical

considerations make doubtful its accomplishment at an early

date.

The question of water rights must not be overlooked in

analyzing the water development problems of Pearl Harbor.

The Supreme Court in the City Mill case, by dictum, considered

the correlative rights doctrine appropriate to apply to artesian

waters. The Court, in its findings did not consider non

artesian waters. As pointed out heretofore, both types of

water occur in Pearl Harbor as one contiguous body of water.

It is not logical that different water rights law will be

applied to these two types of basal water, should such a

question come before Hawaii's Supreme Court. Would the

Court apply the correlative rights doctrine to non-artesicn

water to conform with artesian water? Or, would the Court

change its views on the correlative rights doctrine for

artesian waters in view of the water development pattern in

Pearl Harbor and Honolulu, and the fact that the hydrology

of these aquifers does not conform well with the legal con-

cept of the correlative rights rule? Answers to these ques

tions can only be conjectured--the Supreme Court of Hawaii

alone can decide them.
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There are approximately 111,000 acres of land overlying

the Pearl Harbor aquifer, including both the artesian and

non-artesian bodies of water. The exact dimensions of the

aquifer are not measurable and the 111,000 acre area is based

on surface topography, including some area in Ewa probably

outside the Pearl Harbor area. Total water pumped from the

Pearl Harbor aquifer in 1957 amounted to approximately 74,000

million gallOb~~1 ~Tdw~ assume area of overlying land to be

the measure of rights to water,then each acre of land in the

Pearl Harbor area would be entitled to roughly 0.67 million

of gallons of water per year under the correlative rights

rule.

Of the six largest land operators in the Pearl Harbor area

(land owned or leased) three have installed extensive water

developments; one has a very small well supply and the remain

ing two have not developed water for the landholdings under

their control. The use of water by these three large develop

ers in 1957 amounted to 2.5, 0.8 and 0.4 million gallons per

acre as compared to the average of the whole area of 0.67

million gallons. other comparatively large developers showed

water withdrawals from the Pearl Harbor aquifer of 12, 15,

and 53 million gallons per acre per year.

The above figures show the lack of relationship between

water draft and overlying land ownership. If thec.otTelative

rights doctrine were to be upheld by the Supreme Court, and

also applied to non-artesian waters, some of the large land

holdings with Ilunused rights" wouJ.d have the legal authorlty

to develop considerable quantities of water even though it

might cause serious damage to existing installations. The

full exercise of these "unused rights" is not likely for

I3conomic reasons but their very existence (if legally upheld)

stand as a continuing threat to existing wate~ develop~ent

fac11ities.
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The Pearl Harbor area summarized:

1. Competition for the development of water in the Pearl

Harbor area will continue to increase.

2. More water can be made available from the Pearl Harbor

area provided sound hydrologic and engineering princi

pals are followed.

3. Inland developments, if constructed as now proposed,

could cause serious damage to existing installations.

4. Additional development of water by wells for the growing

of watercress should be prohibited.

5. Water development in the Pearl Harbor area bears but

little relationship to owned (or controlled) overlying

land.

6. Rights to ground water are confused and uncertain.

7. Further water development and the question of "unused

water rights" may lead to court proceedings for adjudica

tion of water rights--a procedure which could create a

serious situation in the Pearl Harbor area.

8. The net consumptive use of water for cane irrigation

in Pearl Harbor may average only about 50 percent as

compared to 100 percent for many other uses.

9. Water imported to Pearl Harbor is an important factor

in the hydrology of the aquifer.

10. Maximum development of good quality water could be

achieved by a ring of properly spaced wells around

Pearl Harbor with controlled pumping and the elimination

of inland installations.
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POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THE GROUND WATER PROBLEM

The evaluation of procedures that might be adopted to

provide protection to the ground water resources of the

Territory should be guided by the following principles:

1. The economic interests of both private business and

the general public require the maximum sound develop

ment and beneficial use of Hawaii's ground water re-

sources.

2. Procedures that would protect the Territory's ground

water supplies but would tend to discourage or prevent

the maximum development and beneficial use of our

ground-water resoUrces should be avoided.

3. Unwise exploitation of ground-water supplies must

yield to sound conservation measures as reqUired to

protect future needsj contrariwise, unnecessary con

servation and "over-protection" of ground-water

supplies are not in the public interest.

4. The extent to which protective measures are applied

to "critical" and "non-critical" aquifers shOUld be

determined by proper evaluation of facts and need.

5. Private property rights must be given paramount

recognition except as otherwise necessary in the

public interest.

Various procedures that might be followed are described

below. In view of the importance of ground water to the

economy of the Territory, it is believed these possible pro

cedures should be thoroughly considered by legislators, water

developers, landholders, the legal profession, engineers and

geologists.

1. Take no action

Representative persons connected with water development

or large landholdings in the Pearl Harbor area in a meeting

with the Authority in March of 1958 expressed the general

opinion that there was no need to take any action relative
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to protection of the Territory's ground-water resources except

for conservation measures to reduce the leakage into Pearl

Harbor. It is assumed their position was substantially based

on two points: (1) that, since no court litigation to

adjudicate ground-water rights had taken place to date and no

extensive damage to water development facilities had occurred,

these matters could be resolved in the future as in the past

and, therefore, no remedial action was required; (2) opposi

tion'to any form of legislation that might place the regulation

of ground-water development and use in a government agency.

As expressed heretofore, it is believed that the lack

of legal and water development problems in the past can not

be taken as an assumption that suah problems will not become

acute in the future. The water developments proposed for the

Pearl Harbor area, together with the question of "unused water

rights ll
, strongly suggest that damages to existing installa

tions may occur and the "safe yield" of the Pearl Harbor

aquifer will be exceeded unless some procedure for coordinated

planning or regulation of water development and use is adopted.

It is believed that the final report of the U. S. Geological

Survey covering its studies of the Pearl Harbor aquifer will

confirm this view.

There is some evidence to suggest that the findings of

the U. S. Geological Survey to date have developed a better

recognition of the problems of the Pearl Harbor area. As a

result more support by affected water users for some type

of regulation may evolve.

It is understandable that the water developers and large

landholders in the Pearl Harbor area are skeptical of govern

ment regulations on water development and use. The history

of water development in Hawaii is an outstanding example of

achievement by private enterprise accomplished without govern

ment financial aid and unhampered by governmental, controls.

This development, like in the eastern part of the United State~

has taken place when ground-water supplies were ample and in
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excess of demands. Hawaii, is entering a new era where coni

petition is growing keen for the development of certain of its

available ground-water supplies, and again, like the eastern

states, Hawaii needs to review its ground-water rights law

and determine what action, if any, should be taken to insure

sound development of its ground-water resources.

To some extent a type of control over water development

now exists in the Pearl Harbor area though agreements between

I 1 var.iousarge andholders and water developers or between7water devel-

opers. This is a voluntary method involving only a few parties

and probably carries but little legal significance in view of

the uncertainty of ownership of water rights. The expansion

of such a system to include all overlying landowners in a more

formal type of agreement might be worked out but the large

number of diverse landholdWgs makes such an accomplishment

difficult and perhaps impossible.

Two other, more formal, methods of local control of water

development and use have been utilized on the Mainland which

merit consideration. They are discussed below.

2. Mutual water Company

Mutual or cooperative water companies have been organized

in the western part of the United states to provide water to

persons engaged in producing farm products under irrigation.

Its purpose is to obtain and to distribute irrigation water

at cost for use primarily on the lands of its own stockholders

or members. The distinctive features of such an organization

are (1) its non-profit basis and (2) its essential private

character.

Mutual irrigation companies may be organized either as

stock or non-stock organizations. They serve the same purpose

but differ principally in size, methods of operation, etc.

stock mutuals, however, far outnumber the non-stock mutuals.

The latter are generally best suited for use where expensive

irrigation works are not reqUired, in areas where farms are
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small and where conditions are favorable for informal commun

ity organization and administration. Of the two types, the

stock company would seem to be more applicable to the needs

of Pearl Harbor.

Mutual stock companies are organized as private companies

on the Mainland in accordance with prevailing corporation laws

and presumably could be set up under the Territory's existing

statutes. Such a company, if organized for Pearl Harbor,

would be made up of voluntary members who would own stock and

elect a board of directors to administer the company. Stock

might be issued on the basis of area of land ownership, value

of improved or unimproved landholdings, value of water develop

ment facilities, amount of water used or by~her suitable

methods. Such a company would construct water development

installations, operate pumping facilities and distribute

water to its members. water developed in excess of its needs

could be sold by the Company to other water users.

If such a company could be organized to include most of

the owners of land in the Pearl Harbor area, except perhaps

small residential lots, it is believed the maximum quantity

of good quality water could be obtained from the Pearl Harbor

aquifer. Under unified control, ,water development installa

tions could be properly spaced about the perimeter of the

harbor, inland pumping reduced or eliminated and draft con

trolled to minimize intermittent pumping at high rates. Maxi

mum utilization of surface water discharge could also be

realized.
conceiyably

The successful organization of such a company/could make

the fullest use of the ground and surface waters of Pearl

Harbor--a desirable goal in the interest of the Territory1s

economy. The problems involved in establishing and success

fully operating a mutual water company in the Pearl Harbor

area appear almost insurmountable. Some of these,complicating

problems are:
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Widely diverse uses of water--Iarge uses of water for

cane irrigation, military uses, local domestic uses,

in dustrial uses, high-rate water use for watercress,

export water for municipal uses, etc.

Complexity of land ownerships--both large and small

holdings; private. U. S Na T it f' • vy, err ory 0 Hawaii,

Board of Water Supply, City and County of Honolulu,

and eleemosynary estates.

3 0 h fully-,• wners ip of rights to ground water are not/established

--rights to artesian water established only by dictum

of the Court; rights to non-artesian water yet to be

determined.

4. No control over water development by non-members of

the Company--water developments which might damage

existing installations could be constructed and the

only recourse would be the courts (same as now eXists).

5. Export of water from the pearl Harbor area--would a

mutual company permit export of water?

(

Experience on the Mainland has shown that the organiza-

tion of mutual water companies to prOVide irrigation for rela

tively simple patterns of land own~rship where water rights

are firmly established is usually difficult and frequently

takes many years. With the diversity of landownerships and

water uses in Pearl Harbor, and with the water rights problem

unsolved, the formation of a mutual water company would be

extremely arduous and time consu~ing. While it might be accom

}:Jlished, it would probably take too long to provide effective

protection to the Pearl Harbor aquifer.

3. Irrigation Distric~

Each of the seventeen western states has an irrigation

district law. In sorre states a variety of types of water im

provement districts exist--Califo:C'nia has authorized 34 types.

Districts may be formed unde~ general or specific enabling

acts and operate as public or quasi-municipal corporations.
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They are formed to include a specified delineation of lands,

generally require a public hearing and must receive a favor

able vote by the included property owners. If the required

favorable vote is received, objecting property owners may be

included against their will.

The districts have the right to issue bonds and to assess

taxes in order to carry out their purposes. Mutual interest

is a requisite for the formation of a district. Frequently,

such mutual interests include the building of impounding reser

vOirs, the construction of retaining dams to increase recharge

of ground-water storage, the importation of water for irriga

tion and ground-water recharge and other similar purposes.

Some type of district might be formed at Pearl Harbor

through an enabling act of the Legislature, but like a mutual

water company, practical considerations militate against the

success of such an organization.

4. Statutory Regulation of Ground Water

Statutory regulation and guidance of water development is

favored by many water authorities over the common law proce

dure of decision by the courts. All seventeen western states

have adopted statutory laws for exclusive or partial regula

tion of water use and development. In recent years, three

eastern states, Indiana, Mississippi and Iowa have enacted

legislation regulating water development and use. Other

eastern states have introduced legislation dealing with

statutory control of water use which is receiving study and

consideration. Usually the enactment of such legislation re

quires extended consideration by one or more sessions of a

law-ma.king body before adoption. Frequently, strong opposi

tion is voiced against such legislation, usually in regard to

loss of property rights to water appurtenant to lands. The

trend in the various states is, however, pronounced in the

direction of statutory control.

The prior appropriation statutes adopted by various

states all differ in minor respects but include the basic

iiGiSL~1M REFERU<ct ooe~
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principles that the right to use water is based on beneficial

use and "first in time is first in right." While no rules or

doctrines covering water use can be considered perfect, the

prior appropriation doctrine has encouraged full develop-

ment of water in the semi-arid western states. In contrast,

the common law rUle and its modified forms (reasonable use rule

and correlative rights doctrine) do not pre-determine the

quantity of water that attach to rights or provide adequate

protection for investments--and thus do not encourage maximum

beneficial use of water resources.

As has been heretofore pointed out, one of the principal

objections to the appropriation doctrine is its lack of flexi

bility--its inability to meet changing conditions and permit

water to be put·to its highest use. The permit system, as

represented by the Model Water Use Act, recently approved by

the American Bar Association, appears to largely meet the ob

jection of inflexibility applied to the prior appropriation

doctrine and is discussed below.

The Permit System. Such a statutory procedure for regu

lating and guiding ground water development and' use in Hawaii

could be based on the Model Water Use Act but drafted to

fit Hawaii's needs. It could incorporate the following sug

gested provisions:

1. Establish a Territorial Commission appointed by the

Governor to be composed of 3 to 5 members whose

qualifications would be specified. The Commission

would have the responsibility of certifying "preserved"

uses (defined below) and the issuance of permits for

new water use but would not be involved in water

development or other allied activities.

2. The permit system would apply only to specified ground

water supplies designated in the act. Provision would

be made to include other ground-water supplies by

petition of landowners, upon initiation of the Com

mission after public hearing, etc.
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Domestic use of ground water in amounts of less than

(2000) gallons per day would be exempted from the pro

vision of the Act.

"p d"reserve uses would include all uses of ground water

at the time of the effective date of the Act, or within

three years prior, or to be made in conjunction with

facilities under construction at the time of the ef

fective date. "Preserved ll uses, if lawful, reasonable

and consistent with the public interest would be

certified by the Commission upon application by the

user. Thereafter the "preserved" use would be con-

tinued and protected against interference by subse

quent "permitted" uses so long as such use continued

to be beneficial and was not ter.minated by non-use

for a period of three years.

5. Permits from the Commission would be required for all

uses of ground water (in designated ground-water

supplies) not included as "preserved ll uses. A permit

would be granted any applicant (1) if water is

available; (2) if the use is beneficial; (3) if

the new use would not substantially and materially

interfere with "preserve"d" or "permitted" uses made

previously. permits would be granted for specified

lengths of time not to exceed 50 years. Permits

could be renewed at the discretion of the Commission

taking into consideration other requests for permits,

highest uses of water, hydrologic factors, and the

like.

6. Any person or applicant adversely affected by certi-

fication of a "preserved" use or granting of a permit

would be entitled to a hearing by the commission and

would have the right of appeal therefrom to the

appropriate circuit court.

7. Any use authorized under a permit which results in

injurY to any property right, would entitle the
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injured person to compensation for actual damages in

a suitable action against the permit holder.

8. The Commission would also have the responsibility of

distributing water in time of shortage. In the exer

cise of these broad powers, domestic use would be

given the highest priority and "preserved" uses would

be preferred to uses of water made pursuant to permits.

The above is a brief outline of the principal features of

a "permit system" patterned after the "Model Water Use Act".

It provides greater flexibility than a prior appropriation

statute and possesses the attribute of stability necessary to

encourage investments in water development facilities.

Ziegler(l) has these comments to make on the"Model Water

Use Act: 1I

"The principal areas of conflict concerning the Act

fundamentally may be reduced to very few. The Act has

been questioned as a valid exercise of the police power

of the state and this conflict prompted an extensive study

of the relevant legal issues. The study concludes that

the Act is constitutional. Another conflict centers about

the question of the desirabil~ty of establishing extensive

state regulation as opposed to establishing local control

or maintaining the status quo. Other arguments involve

special interests fighting for preferences or greater

recognition."

It can be expected that opposition to a statutory procedure

for regUlation of ground-water use in Hawaii will develop

around the point of property rights. Some attorneys hold that

legislation enacted to regulate ground-water use in Hawaii

would be a violation of property rights and would be declared

(l)Ziegler, Wilbert L., American Bar Association Journal,
Vol. 44, 689, July, 1958.
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unconstitutional by the Territorial Supreme Court. Others feel

that ground-water rights have not been firmly established in

Hawaii and other factors would influence the Court's decision.

It must be concluded that rights to ground water in Hawaii

at this time are uncertain. Rights to non-artesian ground

water has not been finally passed on by the Court; rights to

artesian ground water are based on dictum of the Territorial

Supreme Court in tha City Mill Case when the correlative rights

doctrine was selected by the Court as applicable by the Terri

tory.

If the Supreme Court were called upon to review its find

ings in the City Mill Case it would have to consider the

following points:

1. There is a definite trend in the United States toward

adoption of statutory procedures for regulation of

water use.

2. A number of states have superimposed appropriation

procedures over original common law doctrines. Two

of the cases cited in the City Mill Case supporting

the selection of the correlative rights doctrine were

in states (utah and Washington) which have since

departed from that doctrine.

Many authorities feel that the hydrology of basal

water supplies in Hawaii conflicts with the legal

concept of the correlative rights doctrine.

There is a better hydrologic understanding of water

movement and the causes of salinity in basal water

bodies today than was available to the Court ~t the

time of the City Mill case.

The installation of water development facilities in

basal water supplies has taken place without apparen~

regard to water rights. The application of the

correlative rights dootrine in the adjudication of

d ter supplies in Hawaii might create a
some groun -wa

chaotic situation.
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6. Where protection of important natural resources are

concerned, courts in many instances have ruled that

private rights must give way to public need.

Any court proceedings to pass on the constitutionality

of a statute enacted for the regulation of ground-water use

would necessarily have to give serious consideration to

property rights in ground water. In view of the precedents

established by many of the states in changing from the corr~on

law rule to the statutory procedure for regulation of water

use, and in consideration of the above enumerated points,

it is believed that a permit system as proposed here would

have a good chance of being declared constitutional.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The growing competition in the development of ground

water, particularly in the Territory's most important

basal water supply at Pearl Harbor, indicates a need

to adopt some type of procedure to protect Hawaii's

ground-water reSOurces and insure their maximum bene

ficial use in the interest or the Territory's economy

and welfare.

2. The Pearl Harbor basal ground-water supply is the onl~!

aquifer in the Territory considered to be "critical"

at this time.

3. Local control of ground-~ater development and use in

the Pearl Harbor area haf been considered in this

report. In view of the f~xisting uncertainties relative

to ground-water rights a~d because of the diversities

of water use and overlying landownerships, it is con

cluded that local control procedu.res could not success-

te to Protect both the wuter suoply and thefully opera .

d 1 pment ~nve~tments of the Pearl Harbor area.water eve 0 ~

=
I
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4. Accordingly, it is recommended:

(a) that the Legislature enact a "permit" type statute

to regulate ground-water use and development for

basal water supplies on the Island of Oahu;

(b) that such statute initially not be applied to other

Islands of the Territory except for the requirement

of reporting ground-water use;

(c) that since ground water is such an important resource

of the Territory, the Legislature consider the ad

visability of referring this matter to a hold-over

committee for further study and hearings before

final enactment;

(d) that if referral to a hold-over committee is decided

upon, the Legislature consider the advisability of

imposing a moratorium on further water development

in the pearl Harbor area pending final action by

the Legislature.

HAWAII WATER AUTHORITY

November 25, 1958
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